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New Berlin Police Team with Surrounding
Communities to Bring Down Burglars

BUSINESS OF THE MONTH
Congratulations to our January Business of the Month,
Anytime Fitness. Be sure to
check out their display in City
Hall where you can enter to
win a 6 month free membership! Anytime Fitness is located in the shopping center
on the corner of Moreland
and National Ave. Anytime
Fitness is offering $1 memberships during the month of
January!

MUNICIPAL GARBAGE
UPDATE
Attention residents who will
be affected by the City-wide
garbage collection: Please be
sure to only contract with
Waste Management through
March 31, 2015 as City-Wide
collection begins April 1st. In
addition, any automatic payment arrangements made with
your current garbage hauler
should be cancelled at this
time.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
WITH THE CITY
Be sure to check out Job
openings in the City by going
to our website. Currently the
City is looking for a part time
PC Support Technician and a
full time Utility Operator in
training. Other part time and
seasonal positions are also
available and applications are
done online.
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The New Berlin Police Department joined forces
with local communities and with the help of New
Berlin citizens were able to bring down a group of
daytime burglars. The burglars were knocking on
people’s doors to see if anyone was home. If someone came to the door, they would ask for directions
and leave. If no one answered, they would sneak

through the back door and rob the home.
Two citizens from our community immediately
called in the suspicious behavior and alerted our police to vehicle descriptions. Three adults from Milwaukee are currently being charged. A special thanks
not only to our Police Department, but to our outstanding citizens for their help in the investigation.

Safety First! How to Prepare for Winter’s Worst
With the new year brings frigid temperatures
and winter storms. It is important to be prepared
for the worst, especially when temperatures and
wind chills drop below zero!
Prepare


Gather emergency supplies, creating a plan
and discussing communication expectations
with your family.



Install battery-powered carbon monoxide
detectors



If you have a generator, make sure it is ready
to run at least 20 feet from doors and windows.



Specifically avoid driving, especially if you
know a storm is coming.



Survive


If the power goes out, close off unused rooms
to consolidate & retain heat



Wear layered clothing and use blankets or
sleeping bags to stay warm.



Never use generators, outdoor heating or
cooking equipment such as a grill, camp
stove, or gasoline or propane heater, indoors.



Never heat a home with a stove.



If driving is absolutely necessary, keep disaster supplies in your vehicle and make sure
your vehicle is properly equipped.

Recover


If power is out for a few days, seek community warming shelters. These may also be
beneficial if your home does not have adequate supplies to get through the storm.



To find a shelter near your home, text SHELTER + your ZIP code to 43362 (4FEMA) to
find a shelter near your area. Make sure to
bring personal products you would need to
spend the night.

Stay tuned in to weather alerts.

For more information on dangers of cold weather
and what to do during winter storms, click here.
Remember to stay warm and always be prepared!

